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Your ideal morning at home? Quiet, soothing, refreshing. Your ideal noon at

home? Lively, exhilarating, uplifting. Your ideal evening at home? Simple,

serene, stress-free. These sensations derive from minute details that give you

instant pleasure. Your life is what you make it. Your home is what you make it.

By choosing your life everyday, every moment, you choose who you are.

Tarkett® Essentials Floorings not only recognise and address your uniqueness,

they will help you create daily harmony and balance at home to let your per-

sonality exude. Tarkett® Essentials will commune in harmony with the life

inside your home. Every day. Every moment.

Free, Chic, Cool
From Good 
to Best living.
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Smart
Laminate De Luxe.
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Kaleïs
Pure and Noble.

24

Select
Supreme choice.

28
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Live a trouble-free life. Tarkett®

Free will be the flooring you walk
on, your friends stand on & kids
play and grow up on. Whether with
the SoundSafe solution or Natural
texture. Enjoy cocooning with
Tarkett® Free!
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LOOKING FOR LAMINATE FLOORING that
conveys natural beauty, feels warm and 
is easier on your feet & back? Let’s simplify
your life with Tarkett® Free SoundSafe. 
With its SoundSafe eco-friendly acoustic
solution benefiting from proven noise
insulation performance, Free SoundSafe
will offer you walking comfort & fashion
with ethics. 

The Free Choices
100% efficient
100% decoration
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The Tarkett® Chic collection
stems from a self-assured
classiness that allows you to 
pick up any Chic décor and 
show unparalleled power of
decoration.
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FROM CLASSIC OAK TO SPECIES with 
more unusual characters, find the one 
that perfectly fits your warm and cozy
approach to interior design. Not only will
the Chic designs enable you to grace your
home with style, but they also withstand 
the strain of everyday life. Easy to live 
with, Tarkett® Chic perfectly illustrates
the concepts Tarkett® believes in and 
wishes to push to the fore: Products that
matter, comfort that soothes & style 
that won’t quit.

Be cosy chic



quiet strongThe sound of silence Demand for virtue
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Kids playing throughout the house?

Let them build, colour, bang, run,  jump

& play. Even let your pet romp around to

his heart's content! Tarkett® Laminate

floors will bear up under your steps, and

missteps, for a long time. Tarkett®? No

worries.

Longing for an opportunity for serenity? 

An improvement in quality of life? Welcome

to the quiet world of Tarkett®’s acoustic solu-

tions and listen to the sound of silence.

Simply walk on your flooring and judge by

your ears: Tarkett® acoustic floorings are

up to 30% more silent than a standard

flooring. Tarkett® takes a stand against

noise, and proves that  design, resistance

and quietness can be brought together 

in a laminate flooring (tests and values

according to EPLF 021029-3).

Tarkett® latest noise-absorbent under-layer made of eco-friendly
cellulose fibres given an unprecedented treatment for unheard-of
acoustic properties. 100% ecological, 100% degradable, 100%
efficient. SoundSafe allows you comfort with ethics.

Tarkett’s promise for an HDF inner core of superior
resistance to marks and dents, great homogeneity
and stability, and a special reinforcement for high
moisture resistance.

Tarkett®  SoundReductionSystem features a chlorine-free compact
foam with closed cell structure: the outstanding acoustic absorp-
tion properties in the high frequencies of a heavy mass combined
with a strong reduction of sound transmitted to the level below. 

Tarkett’s promise for a durable,
transparent, no-wax, scratch-and-
impact resistant surface. 
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Either fresh or vibrant,
sometimes classic yet always 
elegant, Tarkett® Cool designs 
will perfectly enhance an interior
of discerning taste: a veritably
trendy choice for living or
commercial areas!
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EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO MAINTAIN,
Tarkett® Cool will take punishment at the
same time as remaining a hip look for living
space, workplace or commercial buildings.
Tarkett® Cool? Benchmark flooring.

Cool: Fashion 
Flooring
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For upscale living and the
richness and elegance of
timeless floors, Tarkett® Smart 
is today’s durable answer 
for high class laminate.
For high class living.
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Smart: 
Laminate
De Luxe

SEE HOW SMART AESTHETICS are height-
ened for ultimate appeal. Perfectly emulat-
ing the grainy look of a wooden surface,
Smart Nature provides all the beauty of a
natural wood texture. The unique em-
bossed-in-register surface of the Smart
Optic designs takes the surface texture to
the pinnacle of realism whilst the Smart
Original matt décors possess the authentic-
ity that rewards your eyes. Thanks to its
specially developed sound absorbent back-
ing, Smart SRS will “cover” the noise you no
longer want to hear! 
The SRS secret lies in the association of the
complementary qualities of a Smart floor-
ing with a state of-the-art chlorine-free
backing: an extremely resistant laminate
flooring with unheard-of acoustic proper-
ties. With Smart SRS, there are things you
see, and things you don’t.
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outstanding exquisiteStand apart Awaken your senses

Welcome to Tarkett® Laminate

decoration world. Because each

décor conveys an emotion, it says

something about who you are and

what you believe in. Each flooring

will echo your personality. It will

answer your need for originality

and identity. Tarkett® Laminate

flooring – reveal yourself.

Inspired by Nature, made by Tarkett®.

Mother Nature has endowed us with all its

marvels, giving us pleasure from the outline,

delight from the colour, comfort from the tex-

ture. With its delicate textures and subtle finish,

Tarkett® gives thanks to Nature with bringing

laminate to an unprecedented level of style,

fineness & realism – not forgetting the extra

qualities that make it today’s best choice.

2322 Beveled edges 
on 4 sides. 
A question 
of perspective.

Silky.
Genesis
look.

True-to-life. 
The Real
Thing

Natural. 
Enhanced 
flooring.
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Kaleïs is the fruit of Tarkett®’ s
ongoing passion for wood and 
trust in the resistance and 
durability of laminate. Coming 
in single strip dimensions, bevelled
– both width and length-, Kaleïs
perfectly reproduces the look and
feel of hardwood. The flooring
dream comes true!
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NOT ONLY WILL KALEÏS OFFER YOU the 
elegance of hardwood flooring, it gives you
the choice! The satin surface of the matt
décors displays a warm and cosy atmosphere
in fine connoisseurs’ interiors. The Kaleïs
Optic genuine texture offers a pleasurable
outline and delightful colour with a com-
fortable texture. Always closer to Nature.
Kaleïs ecofriendly SoundSafe backing allows
you comfort with ethics. With Kaleïs, grasp
a bit of Mother Nature.

Kaleïs:
When less 
is more!
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Proven through intensive
research & testing, Tarkett®

Select is the guarantee for finest
design, superior durability, utter
resistance, ease of installation and
maintenance. Geared towards the
decoration of commercial areas,
Tarkett® Select is the reliable
answer to the tough quality
requirements of highest standard
flooring. Select is the natural
choice. 
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SELECT WILL WITHSTAND punishing traffic
and prove its decorative worth through time.
Perfectly suited for offices & shops, Select
outstanding design collection displays true-
to-life appearance for design-savvy styles. 
Tarkett® Select? The unique laminate solution.

Select:
Supreme
Flooring



Take         it easy

Tarkett®’s X'traloc system lets you simply lay down 

the planks & click together. Anyone can do it.

Anywhere. X’traLoc by Tarkett®, it’s fast

and it lasts!
3332

practicalStay relaxed
Tarkett® laminate flooring is

extremely stain-resistant, 

making routine cleaning quick 

& easy. For day-to-day mainte-

nance, all that is needed is a

damp mop or a vacuum cleaner.

And more! The very nature of

our laminate floorings and their

surfaces minimises the spread

of germs and allergens. These

properties provide you with a

safe environment and optimal

hygiene. Tarkett®? Well-being,

well-living.

simple
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Oak 3 strip Medium
11202 (Free, 

Smart Original, 
Select)

Oak 3 strip Dark
11203 (Chic, Cool)

Beech 3 strip Medium
11302 (Free, Cool, 

Smart Original)

Canadian Maple
11409 (Chic)

Natural Maple
11412 (Free)

Cherry 2 strip Dark
11803 (Free)

Beech Plank Medium
11902 (Free Natural, Cool,

Smart Nature)

Maple 3 strip Medium
11402 (Cool)

Oak Plank Nature
12202 (Cool)

Merbau 3 strip Medium
12903 (Chic, Cool, Select)

Heritage Walnut
13003 (Chic)

Indian Hickory
13423 (Free, Smart Nature,

Select)

Antique Oak
13523 (Smart Nature)

Natural Limed Oak
13723 (Smart Nature, Select)

Blonde Beech
13922 (Smart Original)

Sparkling Birch
14022 (Chic)

Deep Supreme Oak
14122 (Chic, Cool)

Golden Oak Plank
14322 (Free Natural, 

Smart Nature, Select)

Legacy Oak
14423 (Free Natural)

Legacy Oak Country
14425 (Free Natural)

Ancient Château Oak
16301 (Kaleïs Optic)

Nordic Beech
14902 (Chic, Select)

Traditional Oak
15501 (Free)

Cherry Tree
15803 (Cool, Smart Nature,

Smart Original, 
Select)

Cherry Tree
15803 (Kaleïs)

New World Pecan Tree
15901 (Free)

Canyon Beech
16002 (Smart Original, Select)

Canyon Beech
16002 (Kaleïs)

Ancient Château Oak
16301 (Cool, Select)

Vignola Cherry
14503 (Chic)

Ancient Château Oak
16301 (Kaleïs)

Light Château Oak
16302 (Kaleïs)

Intense Tuliptree
16703 (Select)

Blond Château Oak
16303 (Free Natural)

Blond Château Oak
16303 (Smart Optic)

Blond Château Oak
16303 (Kaleïs Optic)

Noble Wenge
16304 (Kaleïs Optic)

Noble Wenge
16304 (Smart Optic)

Noble Wenge
16304 (Cool, Select)

Mexican Rosewood
16803 (Free)

Light Château Oak
16302 (Kaleïs Optic)

Luminous Tuliptree
16701 (Select)

Amazonian Jatoba
18102 (Select)

Oak 3 strip Cerused
18502 (Free)

Nature does it with Style – so do Tarkett® Essentials.

Any design existing in Free, Free Natural is available in Free SoundSafe.
Any design existing in Smart Nature, Smart Original, Smart Optic is available in Smart SRS.

Maple 3 strip light
12501 (Smart Original)

Beech 3 strip Light
11301 (Free, Smart Original)

Misty Maple
16502 (Select)

Wild Maple
16101 (Smart Original)

Ancient Château Oak
16301 (Smart Optic)

Light Château Oak
16302 (Smart Optic)

Blond Château Oak
16303 (Kaleïs)

Scarlet Oak
16305 (Select)



The Essentials
www.tarkett.comHAPPY BASICS

1 Choose a product

3 Choose the accessory

2 Choose a feature

Length x
Width x
Thickness 
(mm)
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Pre-installation Tarkett® Foam (2 mm underlayer)

Tarkett® SoundBlock Foam (3 mm underlayer with vapour barrier)

During installation Distance spacers, Installation springs, Tarkett® Sealer

After installation Colour-Coordinated skirtings with fixing strip or clip holders

Colour-Coordinated profiles or multi function moulding with fixing device

Tarkett® Antistatic Cleaner

Tarkett® Repair Kit

Ask your dealer for more information.

Textured
wood finish

according to itemfor commercial use

PRODUCT

Free LT7F 1292 x 192 x 7 9 2,23 AC3-IC1

Free Natural LT7N 1292 x 192 x 7 9 2,23 AC3-IC1

Free SoundSafe LT8F 1292 x 192 x 8 8 1,984 AC3-IC1

Chic LT8X 1292 x 192 x 8 8 1,99 AC3-IC1

Cool LT8O 1292 x 192 x 8 8 1,99 AC4-IC2

Smart Nature LT8N 1292 x 192 x 8 8 1,99 AC4-IC2

Smart Original LT8M 1292 x 192 x 8 8 1,99 AC4-IC2

Smart Optic LT8R 1292 x 192 x 8 8 1,99 AC4-IC2

Smart SRS LT1S 1292 x 192 x 10,5 6 1,49 AC4-IC2

Kaleïs LT9K 855 x 90 x 9,1 14 1,07 AC4-IC2

Kaleïs Optic LT9R 855 x 90 x 9,1 14 1,07 AC4-IC2

Select LT9S 1292 x 192 x 8,1 8 1,99 AC5-IC3

Select SoundSafe LT1F 1292 x 192 x 9,1 7 1,74 AC5-IC3

in progress

in progress

The information contained in this brochure is not contractual & subjected to modification for the benefit of further improvement.
Art.nb LAESS06     2006/01     grintsch, cologne, germany

The laminate flooring that is best suited to

today’s busy lifestyles not electrical 


